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Summary 

Due to the recent merger of Village Exchange Center (VEC) and Aurora Welcome Center (AWC) 

in June 2017, many of the AWC tenants who were previously located at the Aurora Public 

School Administrative Building became tenants of VEC. This study was conducted to evaluate 

the current climate among tenant partners post-merger, to create an understanding about 

effective collaborative initiatives that existed at AWC, and open discussion about the needs and 

interests of tenants in a shared-space community center. 

To achieve these ends, VEC conducted a digital survey with VEC tenants targeting staff or 

volunteers in these partner nonprofit organizations. The findings showed that the tenants who 

responded to this survey place a great deal of importance on communication. Communication 

pathways between VEC staff and other tenants, as well as dissemination about who and what 

VEC is was highly desired. During and after this study was completed VEC had already begun to 

make strides in the direction dictated by these findings.   

- With the release of the monthly Newsletter and calendar, redesigning the website, and 

increasing our network of partners in the nonprofit community VEC has begun to create 

a consistent and coherent narrative of VEC’s purpose, programming, and plan.  

- Communication and partnership between VEC and tenants will be an ongoing 

commitment. Currently VEC staff remain in weekly contact with all NGO tenants through 

face-to-face meetings and emails communication.  

- Further improvement can come in the form of joint PR, marketing, and networking 

events between VEC partners. Bhutanese Community of Colorado, Families Forward and 

Colorado Asylum Project all said they are interested in partner coordination. 

Additionally, a PR campaign about who VEC is, what VEC does, and VEC’s vision for 

future development will be greatly helpful for both communication with the community 

and with potential funders. 

At the time of this survey, there were some areas of improvement mentioned in the data. 

Material resources, such as digital projection capabilities, and administrative support were 

found to be lacking by Interfaith Center of Light and as a result did not continue as a tenant of 

VEC. Many of their concerns have been remedied since they left VEC, but their constructive 

criticism is included in this report to demonstrate the growing pains experienced in the first 

months of VEC operations.  

The following report outlines the survey questions and responses from the tenant, and ex-

tenant, partners who responded to the survey’s call for participants.  
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Project Data Goals 

1. How partners worked together at the AWC; 

2. How the transition from AWC to VEC has impacted your organization (if at all); 

3. Thoughts and ideas on how to strengthen cooperation and use of shared space in the future. 

 

Invited Partners Vs. Actual Participants 

Interfaith Center of Light (ICL) – 2 Responses 

Families Forward Resource Center (FF) – 1 response 

Focus Points (FP) – 1 response 

Bhutanese Community of Colorado (BCC) – 1 response 

Colorado Asylum Project (CAP) – 1 response 

Colorado African Organization (COA) – no response 

KETO – no response 

 

Project Time Line 

The survey, created on Google Forms, was distributed in November 2017 with a closing date of 

December 15, 2017. Responses were collected and then coded for common themes between 

answer at the end of December and this report was presented to the VEC Board of Directors in 

the January 2018 board meeting.   
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Survey Questions & Responses 

1. In what way did the relationship with AWC support the success of your organization? 

What resources were helpful, if any? 

a. A very common response was “connection” with other organizations, the 

community and new partners. 

b. Logistics such as a mailing address, and front desk/admin support were also 

mentioned as a common helpful resource. 

c.  ICL was open with constructive criticism demonstrated by the following quote: 

“ICL’s relationship with AWC was one based on authenticity, which was in line 

with our organization’s mission and vision. AWC offered an efficient process to 

schedule events, and there was never an issue with space availability. In 

addition, having an individual at the front desk also provided our organization 

with a certain level of professionalism. Furthermore, providing ICL with a 

professional telephone line, enhanced our brand.” 

 

2. What were obstacles you encountered at AWC that hindered effectiveness of your 

organization, if any? 

a. 3 responders answered not applicable to this question 

b. FP: Lack of administrative support on campus 

c. FF: Facility was unwelcoming to some degree 

d. ICL: The circumstances of transition from [AWC] were somewhat abrupt and ill 

communicated.  Much of this is not directly caused by the VEC but VEC leaders 

might have been more mindful of how all these changes were impacting those of 

us who had been working from and with the resources of [AWC] 

 

3.1 While at AWC, to what extent did you work with, or interact with other tenants? 
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3.2 While at AWC, to what extent did you work with, or interact with AWC Staff? 

 
 

3.3 While at AWC, to what extent did you work with, or interact with strategic partners (ex. 

APS, APD, City of Aurora, etc.)  

 

4.1 What impact did the transition from AWC to VEC have on participant attendance for your 

organization's activities, if any? 
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4.2 What impact did the transition from AWC to VEC have on staffing needs for your 

organization, if any? 

 
 

 

4.3 What impact did the transition from AWC to VEC have on participant retention for your 

organization, if any? 

 

 
4.4 What impact did the transition from AWC to VEC have on your programming, events, 

and/or classes, if any? 
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5. On a Scale of 1-10 how are your staff handling the change from AWC to VEC?  

 

Highlight: FP marked 5- “My staff is always looking for someone to help with locked doors or 

facility issues.  They were reassured by having a front desk person.” 

Note: One Interfaith Center of Light responder provided a written answer but did not rate from 

1-10: “We are no longer partners of the VEC. However, the merger placed a significant halt in 

the momentum of ICL's staff due to a lack of program space usage, not having the same 

contract equipment processes, i.e hard line phone and printer accessibility. These aspects 

caused delayed program offering initiatives of our once thriving organization.” 

 

6. VEC's goal is to support the integration, engagement, and empowerment of immigrants 

and refugees in the Aurora and Denver community. We would like together with partners 

to achieve this. What would be your vision for how we can work together to achieve 

shared goals? 

a. BCC: Making sure that VEC is a common area rather than religious site structurally 

and practically.  

b. Families Forward: Shared referrals, collaborative program design, shared 

fundraising, shared marketing, and other shared resources. 

c. Colorado Asylum expressed gratitude for the shared-space and offered: “What do 

you need from us?” 

d. ICL had plenty to say on the organization of the building but most notably: 

communication about who VEC is and our programming* 

* We have made great strides in this area in November and December 
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7. Are there any gaps in programming or service provision that you have identified and would 

like to see filled either by your organization or by others? If yes, please specify. 

a. BCC asked for a youth leadership program 

b. FP requests assistance with outreach, marketing, and PR funds. This may refer 

back to the last question about pooling/sharing resources. 

c. FF: Housing assistance, transportation assistance, free/low-cost translation 

services for critical family appointments 

 

8. What is a program, class, or event that you want to create but do not have the 

time/staff/resources to make happen? 

a. ICL did not trust us not to steal their ideas so did not share any.  

b. BCC English pronunciation classes.  

c. Focus Points: More night classes and more short term classes.  

d. Families Forward: Expanded cultural orientation, volunteer translators bank 

 

9. Moving forward, who are you interested in working with to achieve your organization's 

goals? 
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10. We would like to support shared activities and experiences within our spaces. What group 

activities would you and your community participate in? 

 

 

11. We would like to include your views and feedback in the growth of our center, is there 

anything else you would like to share with us? 

a. CAP and FF loves us and has nothing but good things to say. 

b. ICL: I'd like the VEC leaders to communicate a clearly defined mission, vision, purpose 

and direction.  It's completely new.  I'd like to understand its identity and how it 

plans to achieve its goals.  That way anyone can ascertain the organization's 

integrity and it can make an honest name for itself.  A focus on trust building and 

what the VEC can offer partners and participants is more important than what 

resources the VEC can access or bring together. 


